A proposed theoretical model incorporates in an averaged form both the conventional head-tail effect in a single bunch (due to impedance elements in the machine), and the linear part of the coherent bem-beam interaction, with the account of the finite bunch length.
INTRODUCTION
For the strong head-tail effect in the heam-beam system we construct here an averaged version of the space-time domain formalism [l, 21, aiming at clarity and solvability, at the sacrifice of localized interaction effects. This holds in situations when all the mode spectrum of interest lies far off the (halointeger tunes, i.e. for machines where the synchrotron tune and collective tuneshifts are much less than fractional betatron tune.
Applied to strong-strong collisions, the new theory predicts the coherent dipole heam-beam instability of head-tail type; estimates show that the chromaticity is effective in control of its increments.
CIRCULANT EQUATIONS
The main difficulty of multi-particle models in the spacetime domain is seen already in the educational 2-particle model in A. Chao's text [3] : the wake acts in alternating mode on either the 1st or the 2nd particle, resulting in timedependent coefficients in the equations of motion even with the constant wake.
The model employed in [2] and here is not based on real macroparticles which move longitudinally. It considers the synchrotron phase circle' divided into N fixed equal boxes with f i e d longitudinal position in the bunch, see Fig. 1 .
These boxes are uniformly populated with particles each carrying its transverse dipole moment. the dipole moment around the circle, across the boxes, and we follow variations of di in each box: no need to interchange the boxes when evaluating their interaction.
The dipole moments obey the betatron oscillation equation in the Courant-Snyder normalization, with the coupling in the RHS:
Here wb is the betatron frequency, the machine azimuth is used as quasi-time, and the dynamic matrix Dik approximates the integral linear operator of collective interaction.
First of all we use the ansatz di = aie-iwwb + C.C. and standard averaging to get rid of a: in the shortened equations: For periodic functions, y is known to be a special circulanr matrix we define another circulant C = -iw,y, and finally come from (2) to new equations (3) In what follows we will refer to Eqs. (3) as Circulanr Equations, with the notation CE3 and CE2, for 3 and 2 boxes, respectively. Their remarcable feature is that the circulant matrix C responsible for the free synchrobetatron motion, and the interaction matrix D on the RHS are additive.
The synchrobetatron mode spectrum emerging from CE should first be checked for free oscillation. Indeed, the free oscillation mode spectrum comprises the betatron frequency and two its synchrotron sidebands:
Wb, w) * w g . Mind that all frequencies in the shortened equations are counted from Wb, e.g. those in (5). The mode eigenvectors v give sampling of the Fourier harmonics eim'4, with m = -1-1, 0, -1 (cf. [3] , Eq. (6.185)). at 3 equidistant values of ipk according to division into 3 boxes.
In many cases coupling of only two modes in all the spectrum is important, those with the least separation in frequencies. N = 2 boxes (Fig. Ib) then suffice to represent them. Coupling of these two modes to the other ones is neglected. Thus we come to the extremely simple circulant equation CE2, where free motion of the only two modes in question is given by (3) with D = 0, and the 2 x 2 circulant:
Its eigensystem reads:
The mode spectrum here consists of the betatron frequency Wb and only one sidebandwb-w, with exceptionally simple mode structure. It is convenient to take U, = 1 hereafter, i.e. to measure all the frequencies in the units of w. .
BEAM-BEAM MODES
Now our task is to study the linear coherent dipole beambeam oscillations of longitudinally non-rigid bunches with finite length and incoherent synchrotron motion. We have to perform the same division into boxes in the both colliding bunches, like in Fig. 1 , thus the set of variables ai in (2) is duplicated. All the matrices of the previous section have to be replaced accordingly, i.e.:
since they are relevant to each of the two bunches. 
BEAM-BEAM INSTABILITY
The impedance element(s) inevitably present in the machine act on each of the colliding bunches individually; in CE2 formalism they are plugged in the wake matrix W , e.g. for the constant wake3 we have:
I is the beam current, w is the coherent tune slope.
The chromaticity x will cause the chromatic phase lag 22 K -x, (cf. [3] , Eq. (4.88)), of the trailing box oscillation with respect to the leading one; we have to modify the wake matrix accordingly:
W, = diag{l, e-2iz, 1, e-2i5}.W.diag{l, eZiz 1, e"'}.
In combination with the beam-beam interaction, impedance elements completely change the situation. Consider first the case of very short bunches, y << 1. The mode tunes are eigenvalues of C + B + W , put z = y = 0 in (8).
The beam-beam tuneshift results in reduction of the modes
Ou, -1u merge threshold ( b + 2w)Ith = 1, the closest one. 'Ike head-tail + beam-beam problem corresponding to this short hunch limit was studied numerically in the 2x2-particle model [4] , predictions on possible reduction of the head-tail threshold due to beam-beam collisions and some of the results agree with ours.
The betatron phase slippage accounting for the finite bunch length in the beam-beam matrix By gives U new insrubi/ity, when acts in combination with wakes; we can see 2Saving the space, we omit here expressions for the mode tunes since they are avdlable from the general formula ( 8 ) presented at the end of Section 4, being its panicular cases. )With a known wake function other than constant the coefficients in W are available from the comdete theory 121. Or they may be considered in (8)). Simple analysis shows that modes Ou and -l?r are unstable without a current threshold, as if in conventional head-tail instability, see Fig. 2 , left. However, their increments 6 start quadratically at low beam current: 6oS,-lr = ImR a bwPsinycosy;6-1,,o, = -~o~, -I~. Changing our normalized units to ordinary ones, we have:
6 -+ w,6, bI -+ <IQ., w l + AQc,,h/Qs and rewrite the increment via the revolution period To: 6 % bzu12sinycosy + 2?i<AQeoh/TOQs.
One should take here Q. > <, AQeoh large enough, to stay in the validity range of our 2-mode model. At high currents 6 -wQ roughly, we deal with afast instability. no, , -, ,
Due to zero sum of the increments, tuning chromaticity at a given phase slippage y cannot stabilize all the modes, when y f 0. However, it strongly changes the increment partition: at positive chromaticities (z < 0) we can keep the increments of the both U modes reasonably small in a certain range of currents, see Fig. 2 , right. Fig. 3 shows how strongly absolute values of the decrements depend on the chromaticity knob; the optimum where the U and ?r modes both have small decrements differs for the cases of shorter (Fig. 3, top) and longer (Fig.  3, bottom) bunches, and varies with the current. An overall trend is that zopt N -1, i.e. an elevated positive value of the chromaticity would help. 
CONCLUSION
A new formalism with Circulant Equations predicts stability of coherent dipole oscillations of non-rigid colliding hunches with finite length, in the linear beam-beam force model. Adding wakefields to the above strong-strong model, we find in such a combination a new beam-beam instability of head-tail type, arising without any current threshold. Its possible cure is the positive chromaticity. Indeed, rather large positive chromaticities are known to help in improvement of the bem-beam performance on existing machines, e.g. VEPP-2M.
Any instability found in a linear theory is not necessarily lethal for a highly nonlinear beam-bcdrn system. The amplitude growth is most likely to saturate at a certain level, but the onset of the instability may be a detriment to a low emittance regime. Discussions with V.Parkhomchuk who has drawn my attention to the beam-beam problem with non-rigid hunches, are gratefully acknowledged.
